Organic collection is realized with a single technique that involves three phases of printing: first, a metallic base is created, on
which, in two different moments, are spread opaque resins, that
let shine through the brilliance of the metal, generating at the
same time polished designs in relief.
It is thus created a fascinating see-through effect, between the
opacity of the background and the sparkle of the designs, depending on the different reflection of the light. Organic collection
affects for its incomparable materiality which, first enchants the
sight and then the touch, thanks to an incredible softness that
could remind the linen. A silent elegance that is not possible to
not recognize.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

T EC H N I C A L F E A T U R E S

It is a collection inspired by the nature itself and by the
power of the warm and embracing colors of the desert, the
earth, the sand, but also of the ice and snow. It is like if this
collection was born from the blow of the wind that shapes
the dune of the desert and that gives birth to the canyon. So,
here, have born veins and natural lines that give a sense of
continuity and then they meet in geometries and damasks,
as in a culture’s crossroad. The 7 colors and the 7 designs, together with the sensational “touch” effect and the reflection
of the light, enrich this collection, perfect for whom desires
to have a touch of naturalness in the ambience.

In few years Texam Home, thanks to its creative philosophy based on
“Research never ends”, has become a leading brand on the high-end of
wallcovering’s market. Infact, our brand embodies a resume of innovative high technology, exclusive materials and a unique style, that stands
out from the masses. This harmonic mix permits, every year, to create
remarkable and cutting-edge products, which express themselves in timeless astonishing collections. Another essential aspect of Texam Home’s
creations is the feeling that the material gives; it is perceived as something
completely natural and organic, avoiding any industrial effect. All the
wallpaper’s surfaces are designed to obtain a three dimensional effect, to
reshape rooms and locations, in order to nullify the optical barrier of the
wall, giving vitality to the whole space thanks to a perception of infinity.
The technical skills, unified with the brilliant innovations, brought by a
qualified creative team, ensure to the customers top level products, which
are always precursors of fashion in the wallcovering’s world.

Made in Italy by:

OG11

DAMASK

RHOMBUS

OG12
OG76
OG17

OG72

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←

OG13

OG14

95 cm / 37.4”(±3%)

OG15

OG16

95 cm / 37.4” (±3%)

OG51

STRIPE

PLAIN HORIZONTAL

OG52

OG41

OG42
OG45

0 cm / 0” → | 0
95 cm / 37.4”(±3%)

OG53

OG43

OG54

OG44

OG56

OG46

OG57

OG47

0 cm / 0” → | 0

OG55

95 cm / 37.4”(±3%)

SWIRL

OG21

OG22
OG26

OG24

OG25

OG27

64 cm / 25.2” → | ←

OG23

95 cm / 37.4”(±3%)

OG31

OG32

ALLOVER

PLAIN VERTICAL

OG62

OG63

OG36

10,67 cm / 4.2” → | ←
95 cm / 37.4”(±3%)

OG33

OG64

OG34

OG65

OG35

OG66

OG37

OG67

0 cm / 0” → | 0

OG61

95 cm / 37.4”(±3%)

The portrayed colours may differ from reality

